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ANNUAL DC TRIP

For over 35 years members of the three major HEP users communities 
have come together for this visit to Congress

The aim of the trip is to visit:

Congressional offices

Congressional appropriations and authorization committee staff

The Administration (Office of Management and Budget/Office of 
Science and Technology Policy)

Funding agencies (DOE and NSF)

This effort is possible thanks to support from

And participation/organization from the HEP community
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ANNUAL DC TRIP

For over 35 years members of the three major HEP users communities 
have come together for this visit to Congress

The aim of the trip is to visit with:

Congressional offices

Congressional appropriations and authorization committee staff

The Administration (Office of Management and Budget/Office of 
Science and Technology Policy)

Funding agencies (DOE and NSF)

The aim of the trip is to visit with:

Congressional offices

Congressional appropriations and 
authorization committee staff

The Administration (Office of 
Management and Budget/Office of 
Science and Technology Policy)

Funding agencies (DOE and NSF)

Our message:

1. Share our excitement about 
our research

2. Thank everyone for their 
continued support

3. Help convey the value added to 
society by HEP
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LAYOUT OF TRIP (IN THEORY…)
Use algorithm (in our logistics system — discussed 
later) to assign trip attendees to contact 
specific people based on their connections

→ offices are contacted by this ‘primary’ and a 
meeting is arranged

Over three days, pairs of trip attendees visit 
every office* that a meeting could be scheduled

→ packets of materials are brought to help 
reinforce the message

Practice sessions are held to help educate attendees 
about congressional process, meeting 
etiquette, science communication, and the 
materials

* in a “normal” year — this year was not normal

Photo from 
2019 trip
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2020: A VIRTUAL “TRIP”
We decided not to travel to DC this year due to COVID-19

Trip was scheduled for March 17-19

Decision was made not to travel on March 9th and all attendees did an excellent job in 
pivoting to virtual meetings

Meetings were assigned in the same way as previous  
years

We requested meetings via phone call or zoom

Emailed packet materials ahead of our meetings

Found in general that offices were happy to switch to  
phone meetings → despite exceptional circumstances,  
most offices were able to make time to talk with us

C. Joe
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SUMMARY OF 
2020 “TRIP”

We contacted 498 offices and 
met (via phone call) with 303 
offices

Delivered our message (via 
email) to 351 offices in total

Message delivered to 
68/100 Senate offices

Message delivered to 283/439 
House offices (64.5%)

67 participants:
37 UEC, 20 US LUA, 10 SLUO

24 women

44 early career (students and 
postdocs)
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WHO WERE WE?
Organizers:
Kirsty Duffy, Ketino Kaadze (UEC)
Harvey Newman, Kevin Black (US LUA)
Kelly Stifter, Ryan Linehan (SLUO)

Trip logistics system:
Justin Vasel, Fernanda Psihas (UEC)

Meeting Planning:
Breese Quinn (Congressional committee scheduling)
Harvey Newman (Executive office scheduling)

Institutional Support:
University Research Association

Kirsty Duffy 
Ketino Kaadze 
Saptaparna Bhattacharya
Josh Isaacson
David Martinez
Cindy Joe
Ashley Back
Jonathan Asaadi
Yuanyuan Zhang
Isobel Ojalvo
Reddy Gandrajula
Luke Pickering
Richie Diurba
Abhilash Yallappa 
Dombara
Maria Martinez-Casales
Mike Wallbank
Joseph Zennamo
Louise Suter
Mateus Carneiro
Breese Quinn
Fernanda Psihas
Justin Vasel
Sam McDermott
Rob Fine
Anne Norrick
Herman White
Jim Hirschauer
Andrew Whitbeck
Karri De Petrillo
Amber Johnson
Wes Ketchum
Bryan Ramson
Ciaran Hughes

Xuan Chen
Alexx Perloff
Scarlet Norberg
Micah Groh
Matt Solt
Rachel Mannino
Jannicke Pearkes
Cameron Bravo
Ryan Linehan
Kelly Stifter
Jorge Diaz-Cruz
Ari Cukierman
Maris Arthurs
Eli Rykoff
Kevin Black
Harvey Newman
Yuri Gerstein
Zeynep Demiragli
Sarah Demers
Emma Castiglia
Mariel Pettee
Gianantonio Pezzullo
Austin Baty
Matthew Feickert
Fernando Flor
Dylan Frizzell
Aaron Dominguez
Sergei Gleyzer
Marcellus Parker
Justin Williams
Suzanne Rosenzweig
Joe Haley
Rachel Bartek
Sarah Eno

67 “trip” participants

SLUO 
participants
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OUR MESSAGE
We contact Congress to deliver a clear and concise message:

We represent over 6000 scientists from over 180 institutions across the country working on 
exciting science

As a community, we are well focused with a clear plan to achieve our discovery potential:  
the P5 report

We are succeeding at implementing this plan, making  
optimal use of the funds given to us, by staying  
on time and on budget

The science that we perform uniquely trains the  
future innovators of the world, both in academia  
and the broader economy

Our science is important to the United States

We drive tomorrow’s innovations

Slide adapted 
from J. Zennamo 
and S. Rappoccio
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OUR MATERIALS
Michael Cooke (DOE) coordinated a group 

of community stakeholders to develop 
materials for public engagement: hosted at 

usparticlephysics.org 
These formed the foundation of our 
“packets”, along with other materials 

developed by community groups throughout 
the year. UEC, SLUO, USLUA, and DPF are 
all represented in this community effort

9

The “Ask”

http://usparticlephysics.org
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NEW MATERIALS
One key new brochure developed this year details 
links between HEP and AI

Particle physicists have been using AI for decades. 
We have specific challenges (large datasets, 
harsh environments, high speed data-taking, sparse 
data) that need innovative solutions — these 
solutions then feed back into industry

Gives specific examples of industry 
collaboration and how we train an AI-ready 
workforce

AI is a national priority and was highlighted as a 
high priority for many offices (and Senate Energy and 
Natural Resources staff) 
→ this brochure is timely and was very well 
received. We were encouraged to continue 
positioning HEP as a leader in AI
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NEW MATERIALS
Other materials were refreshed 
for this year

“Particle Physics Builds STEM Leaders”: 
new personal anecdotes and examples

Current priorities and progress on plans 
laid out in P5 report
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FERMILAB VET TECH AND NATIONAL 
LAB JOBS ACCESS PROGRAM

Took information about Fermilab’s Vet Tech program, 
that offers paid summer internships to 
veterans to train skilled technician 
workforce

FY20 National Defense Authorization Act 
establishes the National Laboratory Jobs 
Access Program to build on this: pre-
apprenticeship and apprenticeship 
programs at DOE national labs aimed especially at 
veterans and minorities

Very well received - Prof. B. Quinn: “Huge enthusiastic 
support of and praise for this. Many offices particularly 
keen on getting detailed information, and especially 
expanding it to reach more Vets (and districts) across the 
US. This is a HUGE opportunity to garner more and 
more passionate support for DOE Office of Science if we 
can expand”
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From Michael Baumer’s  
https://mbaumer.github.io/us_hep_funding/
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DISTRICT-SPECIFIC 
INFORMATION
New last year, very effective: 
automated, district-specific grant 
and procurement information

District-specific materials provide direct 
links between appropriated funds and 
local economic benefits

DOE Office of Science HEP research grants

DOE Office of Science contracts

NSF MPS research grants

SULI and CCI students

Fermilab procurements (as an example of indirect HEP 
spending)

Developers: Rob Fine, Michael 
Baumer, Justin Vasel, Fernanda Psihas

https://mbaumer.github.io/us_hep_funding/
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SCIENCE COMMUNICATIONS 
TRAINING

Science communications training for all trip 
participants helps us deliver our message clearly

Congressional process, meeting etiquette

Communication strategies and best practices

Identifying the clear benefits to society of fundamental research

Forming and providing a clear and concise message to the public

Virtual meetings posed a new challenge:

Most years, new trip participants get the chance to 
observe some meetings (as “secondary”) before 
leading one — not as easy to do virtually

Instead, a number of seasoned trip participants 
recorded meeting “role plays” so newer attendees 
can see how a meeting goes in advance

B. Quinn, G. Davies

H. White, S. Sword-Fehlberg, 
A. Perloff 
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LOGISTICS
Slide adapted 
from F. Psihas

Washington-HEP 
Integrated 

Planning System

Tracks attendee’s 
schedules and 
connections

Allows for live 
scheduling on the 

ground

Manages the 
logistics for 
this effort

Tracks scheduling 
progress and office 

information
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Slide adapted 
from F. Psihas

Maintains records of 
meetings and 

meeting reports over 
all years

Live information 
about scheduled 
meetings and 
office visits

LOGISTICS
Washington-HEP 

Integrated 
Planning System
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WHO WE MET WITH

Out of the 539 offices, we assign 297 non-
zero “relevance scores” based on their 

participation in appropriations and 
authorization committees and leadership

→ met with 185 of these offices

Photo from 2018 trip

R. Fine
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APPROPRIATIONS 
SUBCOMMITTEE MEETINGS

These high-impact meetings 
provide us with valuable feedback 

for our message and give us an 
insight into the appropriations 

process for the coming fiscal year

Slide adapted 
from F. Psihas

Meetings arranged every 
year by Prof. Breese Quinn
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APPROPRIATIONS 
SUBCOMMITTEE MEETINGS

These high-impact meetings 
provide us with valuable feedback 

for our message and give us an 
insight into the appropriations 

process for the coming fiscal year

Slide adapted 
from F. Psihas

Meetings arranged every 
year by Prof. Breese Quinn

Two points of specific feedback from Prof. 
Quinn:

House E&W Staff: Good chance that E&W 
budget will decrease. They would work to protect 
Office of Science. Not sure how well HEP will fare 

within Office of Science, though, due to other major 
priorities - will not be as good as last few years

Senate E&NR Staff: AI is a very high 
priority. HEP should get positioned as a leader in AI
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EXECUTIVE/AGENCY MEETINGS
Beyond talking to Congress we also 
arranged meetings with OSTP, NSF, and 
DOE

OMB was unavailable to meet this year (the 
NSF Examiner and DOE Examiners were 
both out of town) - we look forward to 
resuming meeting with them next year

Meetings arranged by Prof. Harvey 
Newman each year

These meetings enable us to communicate 
directly to the agencies what we are 
hearing on the Hill, and to convey the 
messages we are delivering Photo from 2017 Trip
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FEEDBACK FROM OFFICES 
VISITED: SOME EXCERPTS

“Consistent praise for our work, science, and project 
management record”

“Huge enthusiastic support of and praise 
for the VetTech program”

“A lot of interest in what we are doing 
in AI since it is a very high priority for 

many offices”

“Multiple office commended us and 
expressed gratitude for the foresight of 

our early decision to cancel the in-
person trip due to COVID-19. Indicated 
that our quick response enabled us to 
organize in a way that made it very 

easy on them and it was much 
appreciated”

“Offices were supportive but busy! Less 
response from offices this year, probably 

due to the pandemic”

“Overall, offices were very supportive. This 
may be selection bias, since the offices that 
we managed to meet with are more likely to 
be supportive. But it seems that offices were 
generally aware of the importance and far-
reaching consequences of basic research, 

and typically excited to support it”
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“DEAR COLLEAGUE” LETTERS
During our meetings, we ask all 
offices to consider signing on to 
“Dear Colleague” letters sponsored 
by HEP supporters in Congress

The number of signatories is also a 
source of feedback regarding the 
support of Congress to HEP 
through the DOE Office of Science 
and the NSF

Despite the challenging 
circumstances of our trip, three of 
the four letters received more 
signatures this year than for FY20

FY21 Senate 
DOE Office of 
Science Letter

FY21 House 
DOE Office of 
Science Letter

31 signatures
30 for FY20

142 signatures
160 for FY20

FY21 Senate 
NSF Letter

40 signatures
37 for FY20

FY21 House 
NSF Letter

177 signatures
173 for FY20
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FOLLOWING UP
Maintaining relationships 
with Congressional offices is a 
year-round task, and is crucial to 
keeping the HEP message relevant 
through the appropriations office

In addition to following up with 
individual offices on current 
developments, the Chairs of the 
three Users’ groups and the Chair of 
DPF sent a letter to the Chair 
and Ranking Members of the 
appropriations committees to 
help further reinforce the message 
that we delivered

…
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SUMMARY OF THIS YEAR

“It’s always easier to gauge interest in 
person but I thought the phone meetings 
went similarly to the in-person meetings”

“Meetings were suprisingly comparable 
[to previous years]. It was a bit 

unfortunate to not be able to quickly 
point to things in the packet, but screen-
sharing via Zoom was very successful”

“Remarkably effective, considering. Of 
course in-person meetings are better. 
On the other hand the ‘stay at home’ 
rule meant that some, and perhaps 
many, of the staff actually had more 

time compared to normal operations”

“Meetings were briefer, and more to the 
point [than normal trips]. Once I got the 

hang of it, I think it was a generally 
effective medium. The bigger issue was 
how busy staffers were with COVID-19, 
but I think that having the ability to do 
phone meetings could be a powerful 

tool for future years’ efforts”

Despite difficult circumstances this year, the 
virtual DC trip has continued to be a success!

We have learned important lessons about communicating 
with Congress without traveling to DC

This could form the basis of a hybrid model in the future: 
meeting in-person in March and keeping in touch by 
phone throughout the year

Want to continue to build on our progress in the future — 
continue to improve the way we select and train trip 
attendees to represent the community and most 
effectively deliver our message

Communication with the community is essential to 
the success of this effort — wide communication to make 
sure that all members are being represented by elected 
members of users’ bodies

Thank you for the support that makes this effort 
possible


